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Introduction
The gluonic mesons were first mentionned in 1972, at the very t ginning o. i Quantum
Chromo Dynamics (Q.C.D.), when H. Fritzsch and M. Gell-mann'> suggested thr "meson
states would appear that act as if they were made of giuons rather than qq" pairs". These
states would build "a sequence of extra SU(3) singlet meson states" ; flavour SU(3) nonets
could no longer describe alt the low mass mesons.
Glue, gluonia or gluebalis are the present names of gluonic mesons, and they would be
the only example of matter built only with bosons. Their prediction initiated many experi
mental and theoretical investigations, and the first candidates have been discovered in the be
ginning of the eighties >.
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The present experimental situation is very rich and rather complex ), so this paper is not a
full revue of the state of the art, but an approach of several methods that have been used to
reach the world of glue.
/. THEORETICAL APPROACH
In the Lagrangian of Q.C.D., the self-energy term of the gluon field generates terms of
orders 3 and 4 in the field, which manifest themselves as pointlike couplings of 3 and 4
giuons. These couplings lead to a non trivial gluon theory, whereas an electronless theory of
electromagnetism would have only free photons.
Up to 1987. we had no direct experimental evidence for the existence of the three giuons
vertex. UA1 > and UA2 ) experiments on the Dp collider at CERN have given one through
the study of die production of two low invariant mass jets. If that result is not a proof of the
existence of giuons bound states, it screnghtens the motivation for their search.
4
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/. Evidence for the 3 giuons vertex in the pp minijets
The events p+p -* jet+jet come from die diffusion of a constituent of the proton on a
constituent of the anti-proton. These constituents are the valence and sea quarks and the
giuons, each type carrying about half of the total momentum of the proton. The distributions
of their momenta are the proton structure fonctions.
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With the above defined kinematical variables, neglecting themasses with respect to the
momenta, the invariant m a s s M ^ o f thetwo jets is equal to 2 P Vxi*2 2 P x*. That gives,
for example, at M i = 25 GeV, x** 25/600 - 0.04.
s
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The gluons dominate the structure function of the proton at low x (x < 0.1). Then, most
of the events at low M t mass are of the type g+g -» jet+jet, as shown on figure I ).
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Figure 2 > shows the measured cross section for p+p -» jet+jet , as a function of P,,
normalized to the Q.C.D. prediction. Below 40 GeV, it is dominated by the process
g+g-» jet+jet. It is well described by Q.CD., whereas several models without gluon inter
actions lead to curves I to 3, in disagreement with the data.
The description of the process g+g-* jet+jet in QCD is given by the following diagrams ;

^msmsjf^
diffusion :

annihilation :

quark
exchange :

four gluons
interaction :
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cose*
Fig. 3.

Each of these diagrams has its own angular dependence. The diffusion term is proportional to 1/(1- cos 6 * r and dominates at cos 6* > ,5. This angular dependence is characteristic of the exchange of a vector through the t channel. Small angle Bhabha scattering,
Rutherford scattering which are dominated by one photon exchange, and the process
q-Hj-*jet+jet at high values of cos 6*, also' dominated by the exchange of a gluon, have the
same behaviour.
UAl has measured the angular distribution of jet pairs at values of cos 8* high enough to
show the presence of the diffusion term. Figure 3 > shows the cos 6* dependence of the jets
for two sets of jet-jet invariant masses : the lower one selects g+g-+jet+jet, and the higher one
selects q+q-»jet+jet events.
4

These distributions are well fitted with the QCD diffusion term, which is a strong argument for the presence of the exchange of a gluon in the gluon-gluon diffusion, due to the
three gluons coupling.
2. Origin of the gluon couplings
In the Lagrangians of Q.E.D., Q.C.D. and of the electroweak theory, the kinetic energy
of the gauge field A„ is given by
St = -1/4 Tr F* v, with F
g

u v

- Ô^A,-S,A + g [ A . . A J *>.
u

In Q.E.D., the gauge group is U(l), A„ is the quadrivector of the electro-magnetic potential, and CA ,A ]= a £, = 1/2 (E +B ) is the free photon energy.
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In the two other cases, the gauge group is non abelian, and the Ay, are tensor objects. The
commutator of the fields is proportional to their product and introduces couplings between the
gauge fields.
In the electroweak theory, the gauge group is SU(2)> U(l) and there are 4 gauge fields to
describe the W*, the Z° and the photon.
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For Q.C.D., the gauge group is colorSU(3) and A^-^-X.Al, , where the >., are3x3
i=l
matrices generators of SU(3), and the A" are 8 quadri-potentials that describe the 8 gluon
fields. The gluons energy term is given by
a
£ = - l / 4 £ T t ( 5 X - M Û + g fj K Ai A * ) , where the f; „ are the SU(3) structure
v
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constants. In the development of £ , the terms g f ] Ai A , S^A" are the source of the 3
gluoh coupling and the terms g fJ Ai A* fîmA^'^"" the source ofthe 4 gluon coupling.
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3.Thegtaebatlhypo0iesis
These couplings imply that the gluon physics is not a free field one. This is not sufficient
to prove that gluon bound states exist. Actually, the Z°W*W- vertex, in the electroweak theory, does not lead to the existence of bound states of intermediate bosons. The size of such
states should have the order of magnitude of the weak interaction range, which is given by
the Z° mass (d*Mc/M o*lO- m), On the other side, the Heisenberg uncertainty principle
would force each constituent to have a momentum of the order of p»M tfc, which means a
kinetic energy of the order of 100 GeV.Then, the existence of bound states needs binding
energies greater than 100 Ce V, out of the reach of the weak interactions.
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The same argument is true for the other types of interactions. It shows that the existence
of atoms is partly due to the infinite range of the electromagnetic interactions (i.e. zero mass
of the photon). In the case of low mass states bound by strong interactions, the forces have a
large range and the binding energies are of the same order of magnitude as the effective
masses of the constituents. These two features favour the existence of bound states of
gluons.
To go further and predict masses, widths, quantum numbers, decays and production
processes for the gluonic states, five models have been used : perturbative Q.C.D.(l), potential models (2), bag models (3), Q.C.D. sum rules (4) and lattice gauge calculations (5). The
last four models are different ways of taking into account the non perturbative aspect of
" strong interactions. They all predict the existence of gluonic mesons in the same mass region
as ordinary light quark mesons (.5 to 2. GeV/c ) !, with J** equal to 0**, 0^" and 2**.
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4. Gtueball properties
The first consequence of the existence of glue, as announced in the introduction, is the
fact that flavour SU(3) cannot describe the whole set of mesons. Unfortunately, this does not
imply the existence of pure glue states, because the additionnai degree of freedom offered by
glue is not orthogonal to others, all these states being expected in the same mass region.
Then", the physical states are likely to be mixings of glue and qq states. Therefore, even if the
glue has very peculiar properties, it is possible that the observed mesons don't exhibit them.
So, the search for glue is strongly related to the knowledge of ordinary mesons.
Quantum numbers
The glueball candidates must have no electric charge and a zero isospin.
0

Some of the excited states of the 2 and 3 gluons systems have exotic JP , unaccessible to the
qq systems^. 1~ , 0~~ 0* and 2*~ are some of these exotic P° >. The discovery of such a
particle could not be explained by the classical qQ model. However, it would not be a proof
of the existence of glue, since other systems, like qqift or q^g, can have the same exotic JJ*.
+
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Anyway, no candidates of that kind have yet been observed and the search is mainly turned
toward the lowest mass states, with JP° equal to 0*+, G~*" and 2++.
Ghteball production
The safest theoretical prediction on glue concerns the way to produce it. The arguments
are qualitative and come from perturbative Q.C.D. They favor processes where the expected
gluonic state cannot share quarks with the other particles involved. There are different ways
. to get that situation :
•
- by construction :
a) in decays like cc or b6 -» g+X (I), where X has a mass too low to contain b or c
quarks
b) in reactions of the type a+b-* a+b+X (2), where X is produced by two pomerons
exchange and is nearly at rest in the centre of mass of a- and b
- by selection of special decay channels :
c) in the reaction ir+p -» n+X (3) followed by the decay X -» 4»$, the # system
contains only s and 3 quarks, absent in the n; the proton and the neutron. This
reaction is said to violate the O.Z.I. rule ).
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In the following, we will mainly concentrate on the process (1) applied to the 1—ground
state of the charmonium, the ]f¥{ZWl), where a lot of experimental results are available.
Widths and decays
The widths of the lower lying states depend on the coupling of glue to the world of
quarks. It could be less than the width of the ordinary mesons with the same quantum.numbers,which arc allowed to decay directly ). For instance, (ct) contains.two qq"g coupling absent in t P ) .
11
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In fact, the diverging character of this coupling at low momenta forbids, for the rime
being, safe predictions, even for pure glue states.
1

Excited glue states can decay into other glue states and are likely to be wider ').
The partial width into two photons would be zero in a world
" p -y
without quarks, since gluons are not sensitive to the electro-mag- QQQÛ_pJ"^
netic interaction. It is given by the box diagram (y) where the glu- 9 9 {Wp^f-U^
ons to photons coupling is obtained through a quark loop. At first
^ ~ L , y.
' sight, this process leads to 7Y widths one order of magnitude
.below me yy widths of ordinary mesons \ but, as for the total
(y)
widths.îiie non perturbative aspect of the strong interaction weakens the prediction ).
fl
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The fact that glue is flavourless should give the clearest criteria to recognize it in hadronic
decays. The coupling gluon-quark is indeed the same for all flavours, and if one neglects the
mass differences between the u, d and s quarks, all the decays of glue are left unchanged by
any permutation of them. On the contrary, the decays of qq' states keep memory of the initial
flavours. For instance, after correction of phase space effects, the three branching ratios
(gg -» pp, »co or <JHJ>) are equal, whereas (s5 -» pp or axa) and (uff±dcl -* <|K|>) are forbidden

6 -
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by the O.Z.I. rule '. Similarly, for 0** «nil 2** gluonic mesons, one expects comparable
rates into pseudoscalar pairs me, KK and rm,.
For the same reason, if they are accessible to the experiment,
^j T
* the radiative modes (S) have rates respectively nroportional to __ QGÛQ^C. (q„-q,,)V2, (.qv-HkPn and q, , that is to say 9,1 and 2, since they' * {Wjtf
P> i
only differ by the the mean electric charge of the quarks in the
vector meson.
(5)
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Otherwise, all the decay modes allowed by phase space and conservation laws exist a >
priori ). It can be npticed that the decays of the T| (2980), pseudoscalar ground stale of the
cc system, should look much like the decays of a two gluons state, since it is a flavour SU(3)
singlet that decays through two gluons '. Today, about only 20% of its decays are known,
among which pp and 44, which are, as expected, comparable ).
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The theoretical approach of die mass region from 1 to 2 GeV/c is still lacking in precision, which is due to the non perturbarJve aspect of the strong interaction and to the lack of
experimental data to test the models. The experimental approach must then be as wide as
possible. Gathering information is needed to evidence this new state of matter.
II. EXPERIMENTAL APf ROACH
1.The J/% a source of gluonic mesons
,

The-J/ F(3097), discovered in 1974, is the lower lying ce vector meson. Its mass is below the threshold of open charm production, which gives it remarkable properties. An ordi- '
nary 3 GeV meson would have a width of several hundred MeV, whereas the irV width is
only 63 keV. Electromagnetic interactions play an important part in its decays which are described by the following five diagrams :

(1)

c
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(2)
e
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\^ hadrons
where the percentages are the approximate rates of each type of decay, (2) and (4) being supposed not to interfere. This description neglects graphs with more than three gluons.
Radiative decays, as described by diagram (5), produce a two gluons system with an invariant mass spectrum extending from 0 to 3 GeV/c .This system has a positive charge conjugation, because both the J/*P and the photon have negative charge conjugations.^or on
shell gluons, the spin-parity of this system splits up in fonction of its mass as shown on
figure 4, computed from first order Q.C.D. )
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Spin-parity 2* dominates, the 0 and 0 components are equal and there is a small contribution of 4+ at low masses.

With massive gluons, there are additional l

+ + 3 0

31

> a n d 1-+ ) components.

This two gluon system is expected to be strongly coupled to the two gluon bound states
of same quantum numbers and less coupled to ordinary mesons with positive charge conju
gation and zero isospin *. The radiative decays of the J W are therefore a potential source of
scalar, pseudoscalar and tensor glueballs. Moreover, as it will be shown in the next para
graph, the important rate of these decay modes favors their experimental study.
28

2. Calculation of the radiative decay rate
The 3fY decays description by processes ( 1 ) to (5) allows an evaluation of the inclusive
branching ratio (J/HP -» yX). This description uses the fact that processes (1) to (3) are
known from experiment, and that graphs (4) and (5) are both related to (1) by the theory.
+

+
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- The processes (1), W -» e e- and Jf*¥ -»H H", have been measured *. Both branching
ratios amount to 6.9 ± 0,9 %. As they must be equal, up to terms of the order of
(M^/M^) >, the error on their value becomes 0.9 / V2 = 0.64 %.
218

+

+

• (2) is related to (1) through the ratio R = o(e e--* hadrons)/o( e+e—* H M") whose
value is 2.59 ± 0.15 ± 0.08 W a t 3 G e V center of mass energy.
20

- The decay (3) towards the T| has a rate of 1.27 ± 0.36 % >.
c

- The processes (4) and (5) have been calculated at the time of the discovery of the J/4* in
first order Q.C.D. They are both proportional to (1). The corresponding relations are :
_

and

5 (7i2-9) a .

3
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r
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When neglecting the interference between (2) and (4) and the effect of higher order pro
cesses, we get : •
v

+

/

+

/

1

(V->yn )+( P-»e e-)+(4 -»H u-)+(*->q q)+C* -*3g)+( P^Ygg) = 100 %,
c

where the parentheses stand for branching ratios.

Using the proceeding relations, one gets
5

TT2-9

(1.27±.36)10-2+(6.9±.6)10-M2+(2.59±.17)+IB

a,

re

a

3

which gives the following equation in a , :

hence

x
2

2

3
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a

'

<l+__)]=.i.
5 a,

2

(A)

3

a, + 2.34 1 0 - a , = (6.74± 0.90) 1 0 (B)

a , ( M y ) - 0.181 ± 0.008 and (S/V->ygg)

=* IP ± 0.4 %.

which, if true, is very precise. Actually, we have used two different kinds of approxima
tions which could considerably alter the result :
- the effect of higher order terms in a , in the perturbative development of Q.CD. must be
examined,
- relations (a) and (b) are obtained in a non relativistic approximation. The relativistic ef
fects * involve corrections of the order of -cv / c > (- 0.2 at the J/4 ) which have not yet
been precisely computed ) but which are probably important for relation (a) and small for
relation (b).
25
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The next perturbative order in o^ gives additionnai terms ) :
(10.2 ± 0.5) a ^ M ^ ) / * to the r V ^ g / r V . , ^ ratio
and

r a t i o

(4.4±0.4)a,(M4,)/n to the V ^ /ri ^ $
v

ys$

¥

2

-

Equation (B) is now :
2

2

o ^ l + t H U ± .5)oVn) + 2.34 JO- Oj (l+(4.4 ± .4)a/it) = (6.74 ± .90) lO-

3

and its solution is a , « 0.159 ± 0.006, only 12% lower than the value obtained at first or
der. The radiative branching ratio is even less affected bv this correction, since the lowering
of a , is balanced by the additional positive term in die lV-»jg* / I V ^
ratio. It amounts
now to (7.0±0.4)%. The result is therefore stable against the Q.C.D. radiative corrections. A
few remarks can be made on this subject
3 g

2

2

<(|(Q ) is measured here in the time-tike region and its Q dependence is probably not the
same as in the space-like region, where diffusion processes take place ). Its low value is
compatible with the other existing measurements '.
26
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As the sum of all perturbative orders is directly related to physical quantities, the second
order calculation depends on the choice of a ^normalisation scheme. Several ways have been
investigated to find a scheme mat minimizes the contribution of the non computed higher or
der terms ). The result presented uses the standard MS scheme. Anodier convention, the so
called "effective charges" or FACscheme ) chooses the renormalisation point which cancels
the second order correction. It leads to otj(M^) = 0.15 ± 0.01 and 10 the sarpe branching ratio
as in the first order calculation.
24
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To avoid the relativistic corrections, the relation (b) where they are supposed to cancel
can be associated with the measurement (M -+3g)+0F-»7gg) = 6±3 %. ct,(M ) has now to be
known.
/

v

With Agcp^ 200±100 MeV, a (M )=.21±.04, (b) gives (M'-»3g)/(4'-*Ygg) = .11±.02
and the radiative branching ratio amounts to 6.6 ± 1.1%, which is very close to the pro
ceeding values.
J

T

- 9 -

If the Q.C.D. second order correction is now included in (b), with the same value for
a , ( M ) , (J/Y-^Tgg) = 5.2 ± 1.0%. Again, the result is quite stable.
¥

The conclusion of this discussion is that neither the Q.C.D. higher orders, nor the relativistic corrections have a large effect on the naive first order prediction. Taking these correc
tions into account, one gets :

\Qr¥->ygS)*6±2%]
This calculus can be also applied to the T(9460) which is the analog of the W¥ for the bo
system. But, in this case, the ratio of the partial widths into vgg and 3g is 4 times lower than
for the Jf¥ because the charge of the b quark is half the charge of the c quark. In spite of this
lower rate, the radiative decays of the V potentially produce gluonia and high statistics analy
ses would extend this study to masses higher than 3 GeV/c .
2

3. Inclusive measurements
+

e e- allows high statistic studies of J/*F decays, one month of data taking corresponding
to aboutone million J/4* (IMH*) produced on the existing machines (about 3MNP on DCI).
The W has been studied in Hamburg on DORIS by PLUTO and DASP, in Stanford on
SPEAR by MARK I, MARK II, CRYSTAL BALL (2.2 MV) and MARK III ( 5.7 M ¥ ) and
in Orsay on DCI by DM2 (8.6 M4*).
32

MARK II ) has given an inclusive measurement of the radiative mode. Such an analysis
suffers from a large background which comes from hadronic decays withTC°'Sor n's. Due to
detection inefficiencies, the decays of K" and T[ to two photons can simulate isolated photons.
This background has been separately measured and subtracted from the energy spectrum of
the whole set of photons. The spectrum is shown on figure 5.
2

For E < .6 M^/2, the result is not precise. For Ey> .6 M^z/2, or M < 2 GeV/c , the
branching ratio of the process J/V-jyX amounts to 4. f±.8%, near to the expected rate for
the whole spectrum.
y

x

CRYSTAL BALL has analyzed the radiative modes with more statistics and a better
photon energy resolution. The lower granularity of mis detector makes it more difficult to ex
tract the x° and i) backgrounds- On the inclusive spectrum shown on figure 6, only severai
classes of non radiative events have been removed, and the masses lower than about 500
MeV/c have been cut out ).
2

2

This spectrum shows structures that have been studied in exclusive analyses.
M

Fig. 6a.
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4. Exclusive measurements
Figure 7 shows the present status of exclusive studies on J/*F radiative decays.
Most of them will be discussed in the following. The old names of particles have been
•used to simplify the figure, i stands for Tl(1440), D for ^(1285), f for f (1270), 8 for
f (1720) and f for f ( 1525).
2

2

2

On figure 6b, the TI(1440) and t\' are seen with large and comparable rates, which is
confirmed on figure 7. The f (1720) and the wide states seen in pp and rjTtrt can explain the
excess of events between 1.6 and 2. GeV/c .
2

2

The most copiously produced states are a priori the best glueball candidates.
There is yet no measurements on scalar mesons.
Except for the T| , the sum of all measured radiative branching ratios amounts to
2.6±.4%. There is some room left for yet unmeasured processes, if the theoretical prediction
or the MARK H inclusive measurement arc to be taken at face value.
c

5. Glue component in the i]'
The TJ' mass is much higher than that of the other members of the pseudoscalar nonet (TI,
K and T|). It is very abundant in the radiative decays of the ip¥. These two properties could
be related to the presence of a glue component in the T\\
'
33

There are several ways to determine its wave function ). One of them is based upon the
coupled analyses of all the J/4* decays into one vector (V) and one pseudoscalar (PS). These
decays can be described by the following diagrams :

(a)

c

hadronic

and (b, . ^ ^ C
electromagnetic

PS

in which the vector and the pseudoscalar must have the same flavour content.
The vectors are the p, ro, 0 and K* and the pseudoscalars are the n, T| and r\'. The vector
nonet is supposed to be ideally mixed (the $ is a pure s5) and the nonet symmetry is supposed
to be conserved. So, only the s5 component of the pseudoscalars couples to the ij>, which
forbids the <f"t° decay. Similarly, the p and CJ select the u and d quarks in the pseudoscalars.
0

i

The ten possible channels are 0(T| or T|'), (Û(TI , r\ or TV), p(ir,TI or rj'), K* K* and
K*° K°.
The calculation in the SU(3) framework depends on the 8 following parameters :
- one amplitude for the electromagnetic term,
- two amplitudes for the hadronic term (one conserves flavour 5U(3), the other breaks it
through a mass term),
- one phase between the electromagnetic and the hadronic terms,
- the four (X,Y) components of the T) andT|' on the stales |N>= l/V^I uu-t:d3> and
|S>|ss>35).
MARK HI measured 9 of these modes and set limits on <Jut° and pn,'. The 8 parameters
have been optimized according to the 9 branching ratio values. The x probability is 14% and
the result is :
2

X * + Y ' = 1.1 ± 0.2 and Xjj. + Y ^ = 0.65 ± 0.18 .
So, then wave function is saturated by a mixing of two states |N>and |S>, whereas
the 2a effect on the TJ" implies with a 97% probability the presence in it of an extra state
which will be called |G> in the following discussion.
Besides, this analysis finds out that the electromagnetic term contributes fa about 10%,
the same as for the general decays of the J/*F.
8

The decay into piï has been seen by DM2* ) and its branching ratio is in agreement with
what is expected from this analysis.
Discussion
- This result assumes that all measurements are independent. It would not be the case if
systematics errors on different channels were correlated. The values could then be slightly
wrong and the errors underestimated.
- This description does not take into account the "simply" and "doubly disconnected"
diagrams (c) and (d) which couple the singlet components of V and PS without flavour correlation :

c

()

T =T

W)

- 12 -

0

The absence of the 4»c mode is only due to the nonet symetry and the absence of a mixing between $ and ji° that would give them a common flavour component , tt is not an argument against the presence of disconnected diagrams since (c) and (d) can produce only zero
isospin particles.
361

67

Recent analyses of the same kind >, including diagram (c) and assuming that there arc no
extra components in the r\ and ri\ fit well the data and lead to a T\-T\' mixing angle in good
agreement with current values '. The contribution of diagram (c) is found to be as large as
the electromagnetic decay (b) in the case of the r\' which has an important isosinglet
component. Some theoretical predictions go in the same direction - '. So, if there is any
extra component in the n't il is certainly smaller than in the above analysis.
71

37

38

- The extra |G> that saturates the r\' wave function could be of gluonic or qq nature. The
third physical state involved in the |N>,1S >, |G > mixing could be the t\{ 1440) >.
36

If |G > is an excited qQ state, then the interference between the ground and excited states
in the production diagrams (a) and (b) has to be destructive. For instance, with
ln > = X | N > + Y „ . | S > + Z | G > , |G>beingofthe|N>type, |X .+Z„.| +Y^=0.65±0.18
and with X*.+Y*.+Z*.=l it follows that I x ^ + z j ^ l x ^ + l z j .
,

3

v

v

n

2

If |G> is of gluonic nature, this analysis assumes that it does not couple to the vectors. If
this is true for diagrams (a) and (b), this is less sure for (c) and (d). Indeed, if the coupling to
a qq pair on the PS side is removed, the V can be produced together with a two gluon bound
state:

Thismechanis.il, which would be responsible for the production of glue associated with
an (a or a 0 in the decays of the J/4*, has not been calculated yet.
- This approach can be seen as an exercise on the T) and Tj'system. It is recent and can be
improved on both theoretical and experimental sides. A better measurement of all V-tPS
channels would help to go further.
ô.Coupled study

ofJW^y.&.ty+X

The proceeding study can be applied to other particles than the n°, T| or r\\ If a particle X
is observed in the radiative mode, it can be searched for in association with an œ or a <>. If X
is a pure gluonic meson, J/V-^CDX and J/4'-»0X can only proceed through disconnected diagrams. Their branching ratios are then expected to be smaller than for Sffy-*yX in which X is
strongly coupled to the gluon pair. If X is a mixing of components (X ,Y ,Z ) in the basis
(|N>,|S>,|G>), where |G> is a glue state, then, the disconnected diagrams being neglected, r*(W-»û)X) is proportional to Xj (and independent of Y and Z„), r(J/*P-»+X) is proportional to Y , and rCW-^yX) is an unknown function of (X„Y Z„).
X

X

X

x

x

Xt

If, in the picture of §5, only the main contribution (i.e. the SU(3) conserving hadronic
term) is taken into account, then r ( W - + 0 X ) / r(J/H -*toX)=Y /Xi up to kinematical terms
ihat probably do not differ too much between the two modes.
i

!

x

This naive first order picture relates the Y„/X ratio very directly to experimental measurements. It can be applied to the data on J/V decays from MARK III and DM2. Up to now,
nine particules have been looked for in association with a photon, an coorai}». Figure 8
shows the results.
x
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Fig. 8.

V f — TO

In this figure, the mean polar angle 6 of each panicle is such as tg 8 =Y,/X, and the
square of the mean radius is the ratio

rq/f-HfrX) + r(j/¥-»o)X)
HJ/y-yX)
which measures the ratio of the X couplings to qij pairs and to gluon pairs. This ratio is ex
pected to be small for gluonic mesons.
As in figure seven, the old names of particles have been used. S stands for f (975), D
for f,(1285), f for f (1270), 8 for f (1720), f for f (1525) and i for Tl(1440).
0

2

2

2

If the disconnected diagrams were important, all panicles would be aligned on the first
diagonal (8 = 45°).
This simple picture agrees with our present knowledge on these particles :
- X and V are compatible with zero as expected, since the f is nearly a pure |S> and
the f nearly a pure ]N>.
r

f

- The n and n' positions are near the first diagonal, which is coherent with the pseudoscalar mixing angle that gives them comparable X and Y '.
37

Thisanalysis brings also new informations on the f (°75) and the f,(1285) which can no
more be considered as pure |N> or |S > states.
0

The comparison of the radial positions contains also information. For instance, the
T|(1440) and T|' are near the origin, where glue is suspected to be.
This naive description which seems to work well can be improved. The angular analysis
would give the contribution of S, P and D waves in each decay and allow to calculate the
kinematical terms involved in the branching ratios. This would give better values for the
Y,/X«ratios. The apparently weak contribution of disconnected diagrams has to be theoreti
cally explained. Theoretical predictions of r(}/V->y,<n$+X.) for known qq mesons could al
low a deeper understanding of the meaning of figure 8.
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In the next paragraphs, the experimental results leading to this coupled study are shown
in more details. Most of these results come from the MARK m and DM2 experiments, which
generally agree remarkably. The data of these two experiments were taken from 1982 to
1985. The radiative channels have been first analysed. The two other studies are more recent
( 1985 for the $ and 1986 for the « ) because they are associated to more complex final slates
($-» KRandw-» n+Kic ).
0

A coupled analysis of the decays J/*F-* (p,K*)+X would give the same kind of informations on non zero isospin states.
7.

X-*KRK
39

Figure 9 ) shows the mass spectra of KRJC systems associated with the photon, the (0
and the $ as measured by MARK 111. The rj(l 440), originally called t and discovered by
MARK II ), is seen in the radiative spectrum, It is the most abundantly produced particle in
the J/4* radiative decays and this is the reason why it was the first glueball candidate. It is a
pseudoscalar ) with the following mass and width parameters :
40

41

M=1458±5 MeV/c

2

2

and r=100±10 MeV/c .

The comparison between the three channels is more complex than expected.
The absence of signal associated with the 0 proves that the potential ss component in the
T1(I440) is small. Actually, at the 90% confidence level, one gets :
IW?-» » 11(1440))
IXSW-* YTKI440))

<
<

4

%

°'

On the contrary, a state X is seen against the w ; its parameters are incompatible with
those of the T)(1440). Its mass and width are smaller, its KR mass spectrum is not as
peacked at low values and the angular analysis favours a non zero spin ). Restricted to the
KKTÏ decay channel, TOW-HOC) is about 15% of TQfV-*yTi(1440) ).
42

According to the above defined criteria and notations, X is likely to be a qQ state of the
|N> type. It could be part of what is called T|(1440) in the radiative mode.
Then, at least some fraction of the T](1440) fits the glueball selection criteria which have
been defined above. If it is really a gluonic meson, it must be observed into other decay
channels, for instance T\TCK, KRKJÏ, 4n. The.n,JtJE mode is especially expected because the
71(1440} decay into KRit seems to be dominated by the intermediate state ao(980)ic which
gives TJTTTC when the ag(980) decays into T|n.
8.X-*7)KK
The first study of the JW-*yr\im channel has been done by the CRYSTAL BALL. Instead of the expected 11(1440), it showed a large production of a broad resonance (cf. fig.7)
without dominance of the aoflJSOJïr ) decay. MARK III and DM2 confirm this result with
more statistics and they show that this strong TiTtrt production is not due to only one resonance.
43

The present limit on the H(1440) branching ratio into T|jtrt has been given by part of
the MARK III statistics. The limit is r(T)(1440>-+T]jc7t) / T( i](1440)-*KKn) < .2,at the 90%
confidence level. The angular analysis of the T|7«t system would probably lower this limit ).
44
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The T\KX suppression is not well understood at present A possible explanation could be the
destructive interference in this mode between r|e and ao(980)K, the only contribution to KKic
coming from ao(980)K. Actually, even the ao(980)7t dynamics of the KRTC channel is'not
conclusive
Figure 10 shows the DM2 T)JCJT, mass spectrum with one ao(980) required in the r\n
masses. The £,(1285), which is also seen in the channel If¥-* y 4K, is probably seen. The
two measurements of J/H'-» y f](1285) from DM2 are consistent ) and in good agreement
with the perturbative Q.CD. predictions for pseudovectors >.
46

3(>

2

2

Another peak is found with a width of about 50 MeV/c and a mass of 1391±3 MeV/c .
It corresponds to a yet unknown particle which may have been recently observed in a irp experiment at KEK"). In the TITITI decay mode, the branching ratio for J/^-* Y X ( 1 3 9 0 ) is an
order of magnitude below the branching ratio of J/Y-*Yn(1440) in the KRTC mode. This X
state could be looked for in the KKre mode with an a<)(980) cut on the K R mass, however, it
is probably small compared to the T|(]440) signal.
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Several other structures can be guessed at higher masses, due to the very similar spectra
from MARK III and DM2. To learn more about them, a full angular analysis would be
necessary. Such an analysis has been attempted by MARK IK on pan of (he statistics *; it is
very difficult, especially due to the large background. Nevertheless, if it is done on the whole
statistics, it might bring new results. For instance, the TI<1275), which has to be confirmed,
might be hidden under the ^(1285) peak.
44

Figure 11, from MARK III, shows the production associated with an ta and a $. The
^(1285) is seen again, with rates comparable with the radiative one (cf.fig.8). The X(1390)
is absent. In its place, coupled to the tû, appears as in the KKn mode a state around 1420
MeV/c with a width of about 50 MeV/c , This state could be the ^(1420) known as a qq
pseudovector ).
2

2

39

72

This channel has been studied by only one experiment ', CRYSTAL BALL, which
discovered there the 8(1650) >. The 8 was later seen in the KK mode on therightside of the
f (I525) >, with a higher mass than in the T|T| mede. After that, CRYSTAL BALL improved its analyses and explained its r\r\ signal by the presence of both the f (1525) and the
8, called now f (I720). The corresponding mass spectrum is shown on figure 12.
47

48

2

2

2

CRYSTAL BALL also studied the T\r\' mede and set the limit

nf (i720)-*Tin')/r(f (i720) -4 Tin) < -63
2

z

11

that favours an isosinglet f (1720) since the TyrV combination is pure octet *. Anyway, the
obervation of f (1720}-»T]r|' with an important rate would have favoured its interpretation as
a gluonic meson >.
2

2

49
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10. X-*K£
This mode is at present time the dominant decay mode of the f (1720). Its full angular
analysis has been made by MARK III and DM2. The f {1720) is clean and it counts a few
hundreds of events. However, the conclusions of the angular analysis are not clear : the 2++
hypothesis is less favoured against the 0++ hypothesis than expected from the simulation of a
2++ state produced with the heBcity parameters found for the f (1720).
2

a

2

This fact might mean that, as the 9(1650) was the superposition of the F (1525) and the
f^(1720), the W1720) could be a superposition of two or more states with different angular
distributions. The present statistics does not allow (o separate (Item.
2

If, as it wili be the case in the following, the f (1720) is considered as one particle, its
helicity parameters are very different from those of the f (1270) and the f ( 1525). This gives
a place apart to the f (1720).
2

2

2

2

4fi

Figure 13 from DM2 > compares the radiative and the <J>K R channels. In the last one, the
right shoulder of the f (1525) can be interpreted as the f (1270) if both particles are allowed
to interfere.
2

2

9

On figure 14 from MARK IIP !, the f (1720) is produced alone against the o>. The
f (1525) is absent because it is nearly a pure s3 state (cf.fig.8).
2

2

These measurements lead to suspect the presence of u, d and s quarks in the f (1720).
However, several arguments plead for a glue component in this meson :
2

/

- the comparison of the three branching ratios J/4 -»(Y,u),({i)+f (1720) shows that the
f (1720) is produced more strongly in association with a photon than with an 0) or a $
(cf.fig.8),
2

2

- its decays show the flavour symmetry expected for a eiuonic meson : its decay into
rcJt >may have been observed and its decay rates intoTCTt, KK andrjn would be respectively
proportional to 1,4 and I,
3I

- the present limit on the photon-photon width of the f>(1720) is small ; it is due to
TASSO which gives r(f (1720)-»KK) i y y 1720)) <0.28 k e T O .
2

The £2(1720) has been unsuccessfully looked for in pion and kaon exchange experiments
(rc-p-*K Kn and K*p-»KKj\) where a large signal was expected due to its important partial
width into jtrc and KÏC. The absence of a signal could be explained if a large part of the
f (î720) decay modes had up to now escaped to analysis ', which is uniikeiy.
53

2

54

_On the contrary, signals have been seen in the ^(1720) mass region in the m c ' and
K K ) channels in central production experiments, and in r\r\ in the reaction 7C-p-»Tvn,n >,
55

56

ILX-+XK
7

The scalar gluonic mesons masses are the lowest predicted ones '. They could be around
1 GeV/c . The dominant decay mode should be rot. This is where they have been searched
for.
2

2

S0

The charged mode study is impossible below 1 GeV/c as shown on the DM2 > figure
15, due to a very large background around the p°(770) mass. This background comes from
the very abundant decay SPV-*p°n° where the TC° can decay into an asymmetrical photon pair.
Then the photon that carries almost all the 7i° momentum mimics perfectly the radiative photon
of the decay JpV-*yn*TV and the other one has a too low energy to be detected.
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The channel lpV~+yifljfl does not suffer from this background because p -+7t°Jt° is forbidden by C-conservation. The best limit has been given by CRYSTAL BALL in this all
neutral decay ). Figure 16 shows the 7t°ji°mass spectrum. The dominant signal is as in the
charged decay mode due to the f ( 1270). This detector cannot study the nfir* masses below
500 Me V/c for which, in most cases, the four photon showers are merged. The limit, fora
state between 500 and 1000 MeV/c , with a width smaller than 100 MeV/c , is :
72

2

2

2

2

0

s

(J/H^vX-iYTtPK ) < 1.3 10- .
This limit is very strong compared to the measured radiative branching ratios (cf.fig.7). It
seems to exclude totally the existence of a gluonic meson between 500 and 1000 Me V/c .
However, it is worth recalling that the two gluon system produced in the radiative decay of
the J/4* is weakly coupled to the low mass scalars (cf.fig.4), which can explain the low
f (975) radiative production.
2

0

Besides, a narrow glueball candidate has been claimed in an interpretation of data on KK
and KÎC production by two pomeron exchange ). This positive result might not be in contradiction with the CRYSTAL BALL limit
59

2

There are no limits for masses below 500 MeV/c where anyway no gluonic mesons are
expected, and for masses over 1000 Me V/c where much more statistics would be necessary
to extract a scalar particle from the omer present signals. A full angular analysis of the whole
mass spectrum would be useful, particularly to get sure that me signal around 1700 MeV/c is
really due to the f (1720).
2

2

2

The shape of the right shoulder of the f (1270) is not well fitted by a Breit-Wigner. The
full angular analysis of the ir+ic- spectrum confirms the presence around 1440 MeV/c of a
narrow object with helicity parameters very different from those of the f ( 1270) >. This fact
cannot be explained by the presence of the f (1525) interfering with the f (l 270) because
both particles have similar angular distributions.
2

2

73

2

2

2

The JT+7T- spectra associated to an 0) and a $, coming from DM2, are shown on figures
17 and 18 >. In_the «(nr+ïr mode, the fo(975) is clearly seen. Its shape is affected by the
opening of the KÏC channel. It does not fit with a Flatté distribution but it is well described by
a final state interactions model optimized on nrc phase shift data, which relates these apparently disconnected fields >.
46
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2

The enhancement at lowTCJCmasses in the (OTTO channel can be explained in the Q.C.D.
framework ).
75

5Vi

The f2(1720), seen in the channels coKR and yim should appear in the TCTC spectrum
produced against an <o. Its observation would give a cross check of these analyses. For the
time being, the background level is too high to draw conclusions.
12.X->tp<p
60

61

Two pion diffusion experiments on protons * (fig. 19) and on Beryllium ) (fig.20)
have observed wide resonances decaying into $<f> pairs with masses between 2. and 2.4
GeV/c .
2

The argument for their gluonic nature is the fact that the O.Z.I, rule is violated in their
production(cf.I.4). In fact, all their characteristics can be explained if they are interpreted cs
mixings of two 2P excited states of the |N> and |S> type, [S> being dominant ).
62

A signal has been observed in the same decay channel in the radiative decays of the JP¥.
Figure 21 shows the DM2 spectrum ). A part of this production is compatible with 2*+ and
the branching ratio of the process J/V-*y)>9 for masses below 2.9 GeV/c is about 3.10- .
63

2

4

It can be attempted to relate the two observation, but the present statistics on
the W decays is two small to draw conclusions. Nevertheless, these states must be looked
for in other decay modes, for example pp and cud) which have been studied and r\"r\' and
K*R* which have not.
13. X-> pp and X-*oxa
64

65

The study of these two channels in the radiative mode has been made by MARK III - )
and DM2 '^>. Figure 22 shows the DM2 multi-channel analysis of the process OT-jyi-jC*.
Figure 23 shows the MARK i n oxo signal.
50

2

Both analyses show the presence of structures between 1.6 and 2. GeV/c . The low mass
peak at about 1.6 GeV/ç can be attributed to the r|(I440) distorted by die presence of the
p°p° mass threshold '.'if this interpretation is correct, it gives one more argument for the
gluonic nature of the r\ 1440).
2

66

f
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On part of its data, MARK Ul set limits of a few l(H on the branching ratios to' the pp
and toti>2-H- projections between 2.1 and 2.4 GeV/c. The <|)<t) branching ratio being of the
same oider of magnitude, these limits don't tell more about the ijx]> states.
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Conclusions
If the gluontc mesons are firmly predicted by theory, their theoretical and experimental
search is not an easy task. It is strongly related to the qq spectroscopy in the I GeV/c mass
region, which has not yet been fully explored. It needs gathering information on the candi
dates by :
2

- the study of all the accessible decay channels,
- the diversification of experimental approaches,
- the clarification of glueball signature criteria.
The J/*P decays play in this search an important part. They give to the same experiment
access to all the possible decay channels. Many new states are seen, particularly the T|(1440)
which fills all the conditions required to be a gluon bound state. The present analyses of
MARK III and DM2 leave many questions unsolved. A new generation of experiments will
have to answer diem, with higher statistics and better angular acceptance to allow the separa
tion of the different partial waves in every channel.
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